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the velocity and temperature profiles and heat transfer coefficients for the flow. The

closed-form solutions that are presented are strightforward and simple compared to

previous solutions existing in the literature. For Rayleigh numbers sufficiently small

to ensure a fully developed flow, it is found that the local Nusselt number based

on local wall to bulk temperature difference is 4.118. Furthermore the pressure and
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FULLY DEVELOPED LAMINAR NATURAL CONVECTION IN A
VERTICAL PARALLELPLATE DUCT
WITH CONSTANT WALL HEAT FLUX

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Problem

Consider, as shown in Figure 1.1, two vertical plates of infinite width normal

to the plane of paper situated at a separation distance D in a room of quiescent air

at a temperature of T. The inside faces of the plates are maintained at constant

uniform heat flux boundary condition while their outside faces are insulated. Natural

convection flow between vertical parallel plates is induced due to the buoyancy

generated by the heat exchange between the plates and the fluid. x is longitudinal

coordinate with x = 0 representing the inlet while L is the plate height. y is

transverse coordinate, the plates being held at y = 0 and y = D.

The characteristics of the flow are determined by the interaction of the bound-

ary layers along the two paralel plates. As bouyancy drives the channel flow, air

enters the channel at the inlet where the plates are presumed to be sharp-edged.

At a cross-section near the inlet, there exist (flow and thermal) boundary layer and

between the boundary layers, a 'core' of constant velocity flow. As the boundary

layer thickness increases and the core thickness decreases with an increase in x, there

arises a value of x at which the flow is thermally developed. If Pr = 1, the core flow

does not exist beyond this x value. At this location, the velocity u(y),,,,x occurs

in the proximity of the walls. There then arises the second region of development

in which the double-peaked velocity distribution is transformed to a parabolic for
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FIGURE 1.1. Flow Geometry

distribution. Once both the thermal and flow developments are accomplished, we

come into the x-region in which we say we have a "fully developed flow". If the

channel is sufficiently narrow and long, the length of the developing region can be

ignored in comparison with the total channel length so that results of analysis of

fully developed flow can be used to approximate the heat transfer characteristics of

the channel flow. This is the problem considered in the present thesis.

The flow becomes fully developed at a sufficiently large distance from the

channel entrance where the velocity components are independent of the vertical

distance. Full developement of the flow is the limiting condition for the developing

flow [4]. The problem considered here consists of two vertical parallel plates with

symmetric uniform wall heat fluxes. The flow is assumed to be fully developed.

It is further assumed that the physical properties of the fluid are constant in all

respects except in the context of the buoyancy term. This is known [4] as the
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Boussinesq approximation which is expected to be valid for situations in which

large temperature differences are absent.

1.2. Literature Review

The first detailed study of convection in vertical channels has been done

by Ellenbaas [8] who conducted experiments with isothermal plates determining

the average heat transfer coefficients and the Nusselt number over a wide range

of Rayleigh numbers, between about 10' and 105. He found that the Nusselt

number is proportional to the channel Rayleigh number . Bodoia and Oster le [5]

obtained the first numerical solutions to the Ellenbaas problem using boundary layer

approximations and assuming uniform inlet velocity profiles for channels that are

short relative to the developement height.

In an exemplary but very terse paper, Aung [1] presented closed-form so-

lutions for temperature and velocity fields for symmetric and asymmetric uniform

heat flux and uniform wall temperature boundary conditions. An important conclu-

sion of this work is that the temperature field is fully developed if the velocity field

is fully developed. Aung, Fletcher and Sernas [2] also solved the problem numeri-

cally for the developing flow to find that the full development occurs at Ra < 0.14.

They investigated both the fully developed limit and the developing flow condition.

Their heat transfer coefficients are obtained based arbitrarily on the channel mid-

height wall temperature which is assumed to be close to the average temperature of

the entire wall. Wirtz and Stutzman [16] reported experimental results for natural

convection between two vertical plates subjected to equal uniform heat fluxes for

Rayleigh numbers in the range 2 107 2 103. Using thermocouples embedded in

the plates, they measured local temperatures along the channel walls for various
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plate-spacings and heat transfer rates. From these experimental data they obtained

a correlation for predicting the maximum wall temperature. Their empirical re-

sults for local and average Nusselt numbers are in agreement with the experimental

correlations of Aung, Fletcher and Sernas's [2] correlations although the Rayleigh

number range for full development of flow was in disagreement.

Ramanathan and Kumar [13] presented a numerical analysis of natural con-

vective flows between parallel plates inside a large enclosure. Using the method of

Churchill and Usagi [6], they obtained correlations for the temperature and velocity

fields and the average Nusselt number for various channel aspect ratios (LID) less

than 10 for Prandtl number of 0.7.

Naylor, Floryan and Tarasuk [11] solved the full elliptic Navier-Stokes and

energy equations using a new method which accounts for the channel entrance ef-

fects. They presented their results for Prandtl number Pr = 0.7, Grashof number

range 50 < Gr < 5 104, and channel aspect ratios of L/b = 10, 17, 24.

Bar Cohen and Rohsenow [3] investigated the optimization of the vertical

channel geometry. This optimization is based on maximizing the total heat trans-

fer per unit channel volume or per unit wall area. They also used the method of

Churchill and Usagi [6] in obtaining the correlations for optimum spacing and opti-

mum average Nusselt number for various channel heating conditions. Other related

analyses which are available include those of Lauber and Welch [10], Quintiere and

Mueller [12], Sparrow and Bahrami [14], Dropkin and Somerscales [7].

1.3. Two Ways of Defining Heat Transfer Results

With constant heat flux wall conditions, both the wall and fluid temperatures

increase along the height of the channel. Therefore the local heat transfer coefficient,
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hb, may be rationally based on the difference between the local wall to the bulk

temperatures:

C, = hb(T Tb).

hb is evaluated from the temperature gradient OT/ay at the walls. The local Nusselt

number Nub which is based on local wall to bulk temperature difference is thus given

by

hbD
Nub =

k

where k is the fluid's thermal conductivity. Nub (and hb) are traditionally used

to describe fully developed channel and pipe flows. Nuc,0 and (hoo) hold physical

meaning to free and enclosed, forced and natural convective boundary layer heat

transfer phenomena and as such are meaningful for the entry region channel flow,

the local Nusselt number is defined on the basis of inlet temperature Too by using

the local wall to inlet temperature difference. The heat flux from the wall to the

fluid then is

41; = hoc, (T, Too)

The corresponding Nusselt number, therefore, is

Nu
c° k

= hooD
(1.2)

There is another way of describing the heat transfer results. In this way, used by

Ellenbaas and most others who followed this, NILO° can also be averaged to obtain

the average Nusselt number over a given length of the channel or plate. Nuo
averaged over a lenght L of the channel as

fL Nuo0 dxNuo = °
L (1.3)
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Wall Boundary Condition

Nub for 4," =const Tu, =const

Forced Convection Tubes 4.364 3.658

Forced Convection Vertical Plate Channels 8.235 7.60

Natural Convection Tubes -

Natural Convection Vertical Plate Channels 4.118* 3.61**

TABLE 1.1. Local Nusselt Numbers For Constant Wall Heat Flux and Constant
Wall Temperature Boundary Conditions From the Existing Literature.

In summary, whereas Nub is traditionally used to describe fully developed forced

flows in ducts, Nuoo is suitable for boundary layers over single walls. Because of

the nature of flow in our channel, Nuco is physically meaningful near the entrance

while Nub is so in the fully developed flow region.

In the first two columns of Table 1.1, we highlight the well-known (see Kays

and Crawford [9]) local Nusselt numbers Nub (based on the local wall to bulk

temperature difference) for fully developed forced convection in circular tubes and

in channels formed by two infinitely wide parallel flat plates. Results for both the

uniform heat flux and uniform wall temperature boundary conditions are shown.

Similar results appear to be nonexistent altogether for natural convection. The

work described in the present thesis leads to the determination of the local bulk-

based Nusselt number, for fully developed natural convection in a vertical parallel

plate channel whose walls are maintained at a symmetric uniform heat flux boundary

condition, to be 4.118. This entry is marked with an asterisk(*) in the fourth column

of the table.
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In a companion project, Willie [15] solved the same problem but with pre-

scribed uniform wall temperature boundary condition to obtain Nub = 3.61 (marked

with two asterisks (**) in Table 1.1). This result is also indicated in the fourth col-

umn of the table.

Aung's excellent publication [1] is so tight and terse that the reader has to

take its contents by their face value with complete faith in the author. Here, we

carry out Aung's analysis in such a detail that the reader can be supplied with the

relations involved and the results so that he or she can see, use and extend the

results as pertaining to his or her own variation of the problem. Similar also is the

desirability of our closed-form solutions over the corresponding numerical studies.

In chapter 2, the model is formulated and nondimensionalized with given

boundary conditions. The nondimensional equations are then solved in Chapter

3 to obtain velocity and temperature distributions and heat transfer coefficients.

In Chapter 4, the solutions are discussed and compared with the previous results.

The present analytical solution compares well with both the experimental and nu-

merical results of Aung et. al. [2], Wirtz and Stutzman [16] and Ramanathan and

Kumar [13].
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NONDIMENSIONALIZATION

2.1. The Model

The vertical channel geometry is formed by two parallel plates of height L and

infinite width, separated by a distance D. The flow geometry is shown in Figure.l.

The plates are maintained at a uniform symmetric constant heat flux. The inlet air

temperature and velocity are Tc, and Uoo respectively. The velocity component in

the z direction w is ignored as a result of the 2-D flow assumption and the velocity

v in the x direction is constant which gives dv/dx = 0. The continuity, (x and

y-components of) momentum and energy equations with these approximations are

au av
ax + ay

On On a2u
Pu-OX 4- Pv P ay2

ap0 =
ay

puC aT
+ pvCp

T = ka2T
P ax ay

(2.1)

ap
ax pg (2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

x and y are respectively the coordinates parallel to and normal to the flow. The

corresponding velocity components are u and v. Axial diffusion is ignored in both

the momentum and energy equations. Fully developed flow assumption results in

v = 0 and au/ax = 0. The momentum equation in the lateral direction y can be

used to show that the pressure is a function of x only, so that aP/ax = dP/dx.

Application of the x-momentum equation outside the channel indicates that

the ambient pressure Poo varies with x hydrostatically as

dP, =
dx

poog
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so that Poo = poogx + constant. It is convenient to reckon pressure relative to the

hydrostatic pressure Poo so that we define

P' = P Pc,3

so that dP /dx = dP' /dx + dPooldx = dP' /dx poog whereby the momentum

equation reduces to

Thus

au au a2u dP'pu+ pvay = pvay2
dx + y(poo p)

ax
(2.5)

uou vau 02u 1 dP' ( pc, p)
(2.6)

ax ay v ay2 p dx + g p )

The flow is driven by the density field which is generated by the temperature field.

By Boussinesq approximation, we will consider density p(x, y) to be constant in all

respects except in the buoyancy term (Kays and Crawford). Therefore we have

Poo )9 = 13(T Too)
P

where 0 = 1/Too. Substituting this term in Equation 2.6 the momentum equation

has the following form.

uau uau 02u 1 dP' + 9,13(T Tc)
ax ay v aye p dx (2.7)

Implications of au/ax = 0 are avlay = 0 and v =constant where for impervious

walls v = 0. Therefore for fully developed flows, au/ax = 0 and v = 0. For the

thermal case

gives

a (7' --Tu,) _0
ax 7'b 71,

aT dT T T dTu, T T, dTb
ax dx Tb T dx + Tb T dx

(2.8)

(2.9)
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For uniform wall heat flux condition, 4" = hb(T Tb) where hb is invariant with x.

Thus

dT, dTb

dx dx
(2.10)

T and Tb are paralel in this variation with x. Equation 2.9 leads to aT/ax =

dT,Idx = dTb /dx. The value of dTb /dx can be found by equating the increase

in enthalpy convection rate in the flow over a small flow length dx with the heat

transferred from the wall over the same dx. With W denoting the large plate width,

rhCpdTb = C'WdxdTb
dx

/I W

ritCp
(2.11)

Now we can further simplify the momentum equations and the energy equation for

fully developed flow. The flow is fully developed if u is a function of y only and the

axial velocity does not exist. Then v = 0 and au/ax = 0. Thus, the momentum

equations reduces to

d2u 1 dP1 go =
dy2 dx

+ Too) (2.12)

and applying the previous assumptions to Equation 2.4, we obtain the energy equa-

tion.

u OT a2T
a ax aye

(2.13)

Define the following nondimensional velocity (4)), temperature (0) and pressure (P)

terms

u (TT00),,P'
(I) = 0 = P =q;v11( .4)) , p(c5)2v D

e and Y are nondimensional x and y coordinates respectively defined as

(2.14)

(2.15)



and the Grashof and Prandlt numbers as

gi3(1,D4 Pr = vGr =
kv2 , a

so as to reduce Equations 2.12 and 2.13 to

d2 (I) dP
d Y2

Gr 0
deaae= r (I)P

ae

11

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

The Grashof number stipulates the heating conditions of the given channel in which

the given fluid flows. The Prandtl number constitutes a partial description of the

given fluid. Since velocity is a function only of y (4) = 1(y only)), Equation 2.17

indicates that the e dependency of temperature 0 is balanced with that of dP/de

such that

d2(I) dPf = f(Y only) = = GrO
dY2 ck (2.19)

For a given dP/de and Gr, f is a measure of O. Differentiating once with respect to

2dP = Gr 50d0b= Gr<2 ae de (2.20)

where 0b is the nondimensional local bulk temperature. Differentiating Equation

2.19 twice with respect to Y while recognizing that P = i3( only)

d2 f d41. 529
= = Gr (2.21)dY2 dY4 aye

Eliminating a20 /ay2 between Equation 2.18 and 2.21,

2f
= d4(I) = GrPr(I)ae

dY2 dy4 ae

But by Equation 2.20, we have aelae = (11Gr)d2PIde2 so that

(2.22)



d2 f d44, d2 P= Pry dedY2 dY4

We now denote Pr d2P/de2 as follows

Pr d2P 4 o-4de

to obtain Equation 2.19

or alternately,

4 +4 a-4 (I) =0dr'

d4 f
dY4

+ 4 a4 f = 0

12

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

Only if a is a constant do exact solutions appear to exist for Equation 2.25 and 2.26.

We now have an option of solving 2.25 for (1)(Y) and using 1(Y) in 2.21 to obtain

0(Y). This is the approach taken by Aung. Equally but more advantageously easily,

we can solve the f-equation (2.26) to obtain f(Y) which with a given dP / de and

Gr gives 0(Y) directly and also integration twice gives (1)(Y) according to Equation

2.19. This latter approach that an exact solution is possible only if a is a constant

implies from Equation 2.24 that the pressure distribution is described by a second

order equation. Equation 2.26 can be further simpified as follows by 71 = Yu

d4 f
d 4 + 4f = 0

i/

2.2. Boundary Conditions

(2.27)

At the walls the no-slip velocity condition gives u = 0 whereby (I) = 0 and

hence d2f/7/2 = 0 (see Equation 2.18 and 2.21).
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Y = 0 -+ ii = 0 Y = 1 -+ 11 = U

U = o

-07,
ay

Ali
vw

(L = o
d7,2

it Gr
chi a

u = o

40.T_
ay

c

,L =0d7,2

it _.-
dr) u

TABLE 2.1. Boundary Conditions

d2 f
2

=0 at n = 0 and 77 =Udn

The constant wall heat flux boundary condition is given by --k aT/ay = 4." which

in nondimensional form can be expressed as

dn
df G r df ata 0 and Gr t (2.28)

These flow boundary conditions are summarized in Table 2.1 The problem

is reduced to Equation 2.27 along with the boundary conditions given in Table

2.1. The assumptions for this flow situation are that the flow is laminar, fully

developed, steady, incompressible and two dimensional with constant fluid properties

and constant, symmetric wall heating. All the equations are thus expressed in

nondimensional form.
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3. SOLUTION

The differential equations suggest an exponential solution. Therefore we

propose the solution for Equation 2.27 in the following form.

f (77) = en (Cl cos 77 + C2 sin n) + e-1) (C3 cos + C4 sin 7/) (3.1)

Application of the boundary conditions yields the constants of integration to be

= 2u sin o- sinh o-
Gr ( sin 0"

C2 = C4 =
2o- sin o- sinh o-)

Gr ( cos a- + ea
C3 = 2o- Uin a sinh o-)

Gr ( cos o- + e-

Substituting these constants and simplifying, Equation 3.1 becomes

Gr (cosh ri co s(a n) + cosh(0- cos n)
f (n) = a sin a sinh a

3.1. Velocity and Temperature Distributions In the Coordinate 77

(3.2)

The following closed-form solutions for velocity and temperature fields im-

mediately follow from f = f ) given by Equation 3.2. From Equation 2.23,

1 ,12 f
=

4o-2 d7/2

and from Equation 2.19,

1 di" f (77)e = Gr dx Gr

so that

(3.3)

(3.4)



Gr (sin(o- 77) sinh 17 + sinh(o- ri) sin '1/(D.
2a3 sin o- sinh a

1 di" 1 ( cos(a 71) cosh n+cosh(o--n)cos 17)e= Gr de a sin a sinh a

Setting 71 = 0 or 71 = a in Equation 3.6, the local wall temperature is clearly

1 di" 1 cos o- + cosh a)
0,, = 0(0) = 0(o-) = Gr de a- sin a- sinh o-

3.2. Mass Flow Rate

The mass flow rate in the channel is given by

W
rrm = I p u W dy = la

(13. dria 0

where W is the width(large) of the channel in z-direction. Thus,

Wrig = A
(I) I (1)dn =

,u,W a f
4a3

dna f dry =
0

15

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

The integral is obtained to be Gr /2a3 so that the nondimensional mass flow rate is

given by

Th GrM
W 2 a4 (3.10)

One can therefore view for any given Grashof number, a4 as the inverse of the

nondimensional mass flow rate, which is a problem constant.

3.3. Bulk Temperature

The bulk temperature Tb is defined as the ratio of enthalpy flow rate to the

heat capacity flow rate (Kays and Crawford).

fo P u Cp T dy
Tb D

fo p u Cp dy
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With constant fluid density and specific heat, in nondimensional form, this reduces

to

foci 4) 9 dn
B6

f Oa I`D do

1 dP 1 ha 4)f (n) dry
Gr < Gr fo 4)dn

Gr dP
(3.11)

where E is a positive constant dependent only on the problem constant a. The

function E = E(a) is defined by

-2 cosh a sin a- sin(2a) + 2 cos a sinh a + 4o- sin a sinh + sinh(2a)E(a) = (3.12)8a(sin a sinh a)2

A fit for Equation 3.12 is plotted on a log-log plot in Figure 3.1. It is surprising

that the complicated relation given by Equation 3.12 follows very closely by a simple

power law.

a = 1.5654 E(o-)-0.2508 (3.13)

Henceforth, we will use this power law in place of Equation 3.12. Figure 3.1 shows

the function E(a) versus a which is given by Equation 3.13. It is also useful to

obtain E(a) as a function of GrPr/ei as shown in Figure 3.2.

3.4. Pressure Distribution

P(e) is found by integrating Equation 2.24 using the two boundary conditions

pertaining to the two ends of the vertical channel where the flow pressure is equal

to the ambient hydrostatic pressure.

P(e) = 0 at 6 = 0 and P(e) = 0 at 6 = 61 7,- LID



10'

a 10°

10'
10° 10'
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FIGURE 3.1. Equation 3.13
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where L is the channel length and j obviously may be termed the channel's aspect

ratio. From Equation 2.24, we have

d2P 4 04
de2 Pr

Integrating once, with C1 denoting an integration constant,

di) 4u4d Pr ± Cl

and then again, the pressure distribution P is

404 e 404 e
P(e) = Pr 2 + Cie + C2 = Pr 2 (e ei)

di5 4a4 0
< Pr 2

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

We also want to express pressure in terms of mass flow rate. Using Equations 3.10

and 3.15, we conclude
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d2P 2Gr
(d2 Pr M (3.17)

From Equations 2.24 and 2.20 we have

d2P 4a4 ae deb= Gr = Grd2 Pr de

whereby 019 becomes (with Ob(e = 0) = 0),

4a4
Igf b Pr Gr (3.18)

a linear function of the axial distance. Substituting 3.16 in 3.11, the following

alternate expression for 019 can be obtained.

4.4 (e
Ob = Gr Pr 2

E(a) (3.19)

Comparing 3.18 and 3.19 the following important relationship between a and

Gr Pr /et is obtained.

E(a)
GrPr 2 GO

(3.20)

This equation gives a relation between the problem constant a and the given chan-

nel Rayleigh number GrPr /et which embodies the specified channel geometry, the

nature of the following fluid and the heating conditions. Eliminating a between

Equations 3.20 and the power law (3.13),

-0.4983
E = 3.4562

t
(3.21)

Eliminating E instead, we obtain

a = 1.147 (GrPr)13.125
t )

(3.22)





Equation 3.20 enables us to rephrase M as

etM= Pr E

which can be combined with Equation 3.15 to give

r
P(e) = PGr M e (e et)

20

(3.23)

For a given fluid flow in a given channel configuration with specified boundary flux,

the constant a and the function E(a) are thus determined. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show

the plot Equation 3.21 and 3.22. The temperature and velocity distributions as well

as the mass flow rate and pressure distributions follow immediately. The local wall

to bulk temperature difference can also be found as

1 (cos o- + cosh o-)
OW Ob -= E(a) a sin a sinh o- )

3.5. The Nusselt Number

Heat transfer from the channel walls to the fluid can be expressed in terms

of the Nusselt number. The local heat flux is described by

hb (Tw Tb) = hb (Ow 0b) q.w
D
77

so that the local Nusselt number based on local wall to bulk temperature difference

is given by

hbD 1 1
Nub -. = = (3.24)k Ow Ob E(a) 1

c
soin as

o- +cosnh h crsia
Alternatively the local Nusselt number may be based on the inlet temperature Too

by using the difference between the local wall to constant inlet temperature



1 1
Nuoo = V 2 ga) (cos o--Ecosh a )

sin asinh

The average Nusselt number Nuo0 is found as below.

61

foL Nun dx 1 1 d( e)Nu =
fo

1

A 2 E(a) (-:T 1
a

( cos ad-cosh a)
sin a sinh a

1
1 ( cos a+cosh )
a sin asinh aIn

E(o-)

2 E(o) 1 (cos a+cosh + E(o)a sin asinh a

21

(3.25)

(3.26)

It is clear that whereas Nub is independent of the location e, Nun is dependent on

e-location.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The solutions for fluid motion and heat transfer for natural convection be-

tween isoflux vertical plates, as obtained in Chapter 3 are presented here for a range

of the channel Rayleigh number GrPrgi and various values of the normalized

length location along the channel e/6. The effects of the dimensionless parameters

are discussed. Local and average Nusselt numbers are also presented.

4.1. Velocity and Temperature Fields

2.5

4)/
4, 1.5

0.5

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

-
D

0.9

FIGURE 4.1. Velocity Profiles (I)/6 for Various Values of GrPr /e1 For Pr = 1.

The velocity distributions given by Equation 3.5 across the channel for values

of GrPr = 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 are plotted against Y for Pr = 1. In Figure 4.1,

the flow velocity profile becomes flatter as the channel Rayleigh number GrPr /1

increases.
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e
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FIGURE 4.2. Temperature Profiles e for GrPrgi= 10.

Y

FIGURE 4.3. Temperature Profiles e for GrPrgi = 50.
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FIGURE 4.4. Wall and Bulk Temperature Differences Plotted for Various GrPr/e/
Values.

Likewise the temperature variations along the channel for GrPr 16 = 10

are plotted in Figure 4.2 from Equation 3.6. For a given GrPr 16, the temperature

increases along the length of the channel as a result of the constant heat input to the

flow. It is also observed that the shape of the temperature profile remains unchanged

with the location along the channel. Figure 4.3 shows the channel temperature for a

larger value of GrPr/6 parameter (= 50) at which the nondimensional temperature

decreases which implies that the heat transfer rate decreases.

Figure 4.4 shows the variations of local wall and bulk temperatures along

the channel plates. This is consistent with Equation 2.10. Both 9b and 81 linearly

increase along the plate as a result of the constant heat transfer rate from the wall to

the fluid. For small values of GrPr /i, due to smaller mass flow rates, the wall and

bulk temperatures increase rapidly whereas for larger values, the rate of increase
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FIGURE 4.5. Pressure Distribution (P) for Gr = 0.036 and M = 0.15.

is smaller which indicates that the heat transfer rate is inversely proportional to

the GrPr lei. An increase in the channel Rayleigh number GrPrgi results in an

increased local cooling.

The pressure distribution is shown in Figure 4.5. The pressure solution 3.23

shows good agreement with Aung's analytical results (except for a constant factor

in Equation 13b of Reference [1] which appears as a result of his using different

nondimensionalization terms). For Gr = 0.035, the present solution agrees with

Aung's result which is approximated for large values of M and L [1, 2]. Also our

mass flow rate equation 3.17 compares quite well with Aung's [1, 2]. The mass flow

rate is shown in Figure 4.6. The larger the channel (or narrower), the lower the flow

rate. A more intense heating (higher Gr) leads to a grreater flow rate.
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FIGURE 4.6. Mass Flow Rate.

4.2. Heat Transfer Results

For any value of the channel Rayleigh number GrPrlei, Equations 3.21 and

3.22 give a, E(a) and the Nusselt numbers. These equations simplify the procedure

of obtaining the heat transfer coefficients and flow properties for any given channel

GrPr /e1 numbers. GrPr /e1 values and local or average Nusselt numbers can be

easily computed.

Figure 4.7 shows the plot of Nub versus GrPr /ej. The results show that

Nub is a constant of value 4.118 for GrPr /e1 < 50. This means that the natural

convection heat transfer for the given geometry is constant. This constant has never

appeared in the literature before. For increasing values of GrPrlei, Nub deviates

from this constant value indicating that the flow is not fully developed due to the

boundary layer effects near the entrance. Ultimately as 6/ goes quite small,(and
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FIGURE 4.7. Local Nusselt Number Based On Bulk Temperature.

hence the channel Rayleigh number becomes quite large), the isolated vertical flat

plate natural convective boundary layer behavior is expected. The present result of

Nub = 4.118 for channel natural convection corresponds to the number Nub = 8.235

for forced convection in the parallel plate channel(see Table 1.1).

Local Nu number (Nun) taking inlet temperature as the reference tempera-

ture, is ploted against GrPr /j in Figure 4.8. Heat rate decreases along the channel

with increasing values. It is interesting to note that Nuco approaches Nub at

the inlet of the channel where '/ei = 0, to a value of 4.118. With higher values of

the channel ratio, Nucc, decreases which is plotted in Figure 4.8.
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FIGURE 4.8. Local Nusselt Number Based On the Inlet Temperature.

As approaches 1, heat flow decreases for all values of GrPrgi. This

indicates that along the channel, temperature increases without increasing the heat

transfer rate. Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the present closed form solution for the plate

top Nusselt number. The fully developed expression for the local Nusselt number

at the channel exit by Aung et al.'s [16] is

Nu(L) = 0.144 Re5 (4.1)

Wirtz and Stutzman use the following form for the plate top Nusselt number [16].

Nu(L)
[1 + 0.0156 Ra,"]°.33

0.144 Ra °5
(4.2)

It is clear that present results compare well with the numerical solutions of Aung et

al. [2] and emprical result of Wirtz and Stutzman [16] for GrPr < 10.
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FIGURE 4.9. Comparison of Local Nusselt Number At the Channel Exit Based On
Inlet Temperature.
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FIGURE 4.10. Comparison of the Average Nusselt Number With the Numerical
Results of Ramanathan and Kumar.
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The previous authors used the mid-channel wall temperature as the average

temperature in finding the average heat transfer coefficients. The average Nusselt

number, Nun, versus GrPrgi which is compared with the numerical data of Ra-

manathan and Kumar [13] is displayed Figure 4.10. Their emprical equation for

the average Nusselt number is

Nu = [185 + (23 Ra-1.3 + 0.5 Rcr0'6)
-1.25

(4.3)

For GrPr /ej > 50 the flow region involves boundary layers over the plates and

the fully developed assumption no longer holds. The average Nu number is in

agreement with the numerical solution of Ramanathan and Kumar [13] except for

GrPrgi< 10-i region.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Closed-form solutions for fully developed laminar natural convection in a

vertical parallel-plate channel with uniform heat flux boundary condition have been

presented. A new local Nusselt number based on local bulk to wall temperature

difference is found to be 4.118. This is a new contribution to the knowledge on the

present problem.

We have described a procedure to find the analytical solution of the present

problem. We have reduced the governing equations to one fourth order nondimen-

sional differential equation using the boundary layer and Boussinesq approxima-

tions. The velocity, temperature and heat transfer solutions are obtained in closed

form comparing well with the previous results in the range of GrPrgi < 50. Our

solutions are easy to reproduce and simple in form.

The present problem considers the fully developed region. Further research is

needed to determine the heat transfer coefficients and flow behavior in the developing

region and their effects on average heat transfer characteristics. Also no research

appears to be available on a more universal characteristic length of the vertical

channels which will enable us to combine the vertical plate and vertical channel flow

under the same convention. We can visualize a length scale such as

1

such that when / is large, D becomes the characteristic dimension suitable for fully

developed flow and when D is large, / becomes the characteristic dimension. We now

have no physical quantitative basis to justify this sort of a characteristic dimension

suitable for boundary layer flow near the entrance. Such a characteristic length will

enable one to obtain new results for the optimum plate spacings.
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